upon reader or listener -and hence his own sincerity or credibility -are questions of central importance; in that respect, Michel's narration can be seen as a very subtle preview of that of Clamence in The Fall.
The Immoralist owes this pivotal place in a certain line of French fiction to its narrative structure, which marks it unmistakably as a work of our century. Michel's story shows the essential characteristics of "discourse," as Emile Benveniste has defined and studied it: "any enunciation involving a speaker and a listener, and on the part of the former the intention of influencing the other in some way." The rhetorical bias to which Benveniste calls attention has in fact come to be recognized as one of the real points of interest in The Immoralist and the question of the narrator's reliability is raised very early in the story by Michel's claim to speak in an open and straightforward manner: "I am going to tell you my life simply," he assures his three friends, "without modesty and without pride, more simply than if I were talking to myself." What has not been pointed out, however, is just how clearly the development of Michel's story calls into question the traditional basis of the narrative process itself, the conditions and limitations -and even the temptations -faced by anyone who undertakes to recount from hindsight his own experiences. A close look at the structure of Michel's account, and in particular the way it evolves to reflect the shifting temporal relationship between the past of events narrated and the present of their narration, provides insight not only into his own self-interested motives, but also into the very rhetoric of first-person narration.
Michel's story is framed in a rather standard way: after a period of three years during which he has not seen his three close friends, he calls them to his side, according to the terms of a pact to which all had subscribed as schoolmates, and in the course of one evening he tells them what has happened since they last saw him at his wedding. One of the three listeners, having apparently (if implausibly) transcribed Michel's account, addresses it, along with his own ambivalent reactions, to his brother, and it is this transcription that we read as the core of the novel.
Michel's story itself is an eventful one. The marriage to Marceline, one autumn, is followed by an extended trip to North Africa, in the course of which Michel falls seriously ill. Through Marceline's care and his own fierce determination to live, he not only recovers, but experiences something of a rebirth, a new awakening to the sensual side of life. The following spring, Michel's recuperation complete, the couple decides to pass the coming summer and autumn at La Moriniere, his property in Normandy, where he can finish preparations for a course on the last years of the Gothic Empire that he is to give at the College de France. The summer and fall at La Moriniere form a period of contentment and stability, as Michel, supervising the working of the property, pursues a balance between the "fecundity of nature and the wise effort of man to regulate it" (p. 61) and formulates a corresponding code of personal ethics "which should institute the scientific and perfect utilization of a man's self by a controlling intelligence" (p. 61). At the same time, however, he acknowledges a growing admiration for the "rude ethics of the Goths" (p. 71 (Fall 1977) sented by the eye of anyone looking down at the time line aboveit may not be obvious at all to the first-person narrator whose viewpoint is anchored in a particular moment of fictional time and hence quite limited. Michel, obliged to look "back along" that time line, as it were, rather than down on it, can hardly share the synchronic perspective enjoyed by the detached observer.
What makes Michel's narration particularly interesting, in fact, is the shrinking interval between the fictional time of the events he relates and his own moment of narration. More than two years have elapsed since his own illness and recovery, for example, while barely three months separate him from the death of Marceline. In spite of his assertion that "Those three months have put a distance of ten years between that time and this" (p. 143), one would expect his narration to reflect quite a difference in effect between the events of such a recent period and those of a much earlier one. In short, the events of Parts I and III, which might seem to the privileged observer to fall into such a neat pattern, are likely to be far from "symmetrical" in their impact upon Michel.
Theoretically speaking, a shifting interval between time of events and the moment at which they are related would seem to affect the resulting narration in two different ways. The longer the interval, on the one hand, the less the narrator should be able to recall of the past; intervening time should act as a filter, screening out unexceptional incidents and leaving only the more striking events around which to build a story. On the other hand, an increased interval should allow the narrator to reflect upon his past experiences with more detachment and perspective, to see himself more objectively, and to evaluate his actions in a more disinterested manner. Should the resulting image prove too distasteful, however, it may well prompt the narrator to arrange his version of events with a view to presenting himself to listener or reader in a better light. While a longer interval between past and present would seem to favor a narrator's lucidity, then, it does not necessarily assure his sincerity or credibility.
In the case of The Immoralist, Parts I and III -for all of their apparent symmetry -reflect quite clearly the effects of such a shrinking interval between the narrator's past and his present. Michel [33] [34] , and a few lines from the altercation with the drunken coachman (p. 52). 9 From the end of the second chapter of Part II on, however, Michel uses the present tense with increasing frequency, as Martine Maisani-Leonard has pointed out,10 until it comes to dominate his narration. The critical point in this respect seems once again to be the loss of the baby; it is at that moment in Michel's story that conscious and orderly recall of events gives way more and more to direct re-living of the past. ' end of that chapter the entire scene where his wife asks for her rosary: "It's one morning, shortly after the embolism; I'm right by Marceline; she seems to be a little better .. ." " Disdainful of her weakness in seeking God's help while he got well alone," he rushes out of the room and the chapter ends on his incredibly cruel observation that disease had "stained" Marceline: "she was a thing that had been spoiled" (p. 100). While much of the third chapter of Part II is recounted once more in the past tense, Michel slips into the present again to relate, or re-live, the scenes of poaching that make up the last quarter of the chapter (scenes that neither translation conveys in the present tense). In undermining the story as it is traditionally conceived, the progressive deterioration of Michel's narration also highlights the inherent temporality of the narrative process itself, the simple fact that it takes time to tell a story. In the traditional first-person account, the narration is in a certain sense atemporal, situated outside the normal flux of time. Nothing happens, for example, during the hours it must take Des Grieux or Adolphe to relate their experiences -or the much longer period necessary in the case of Proust's narrator -to affect the story as it is originally projected; between the moment the story is begun and the moment it is completed, the present of narration plays no active role and has, for all practical purposes, no duration of its own. 19 In the modern firstperson novel, by contrast, the real duration of the storytelling process, made visible in The Immoralist by the gradual breakdown of Michel's narration, has come to be of central concern. This interest no doubt explains in part the renewed popularity of the diary or journal form in the twentieth century, for the journal-novel is by nature a narration drawn out over time, where the narrator's original purpose in keeping a diary is subject to changes that may take place even as he writes. In novels as different in many respects as The Pastoral Symphony, Mauriac's The Knot of Vipers, Nausea, and Passing Time, the narrator's original intention to note, review, and understand certain experiences is deflected or even completely thwarted by developments (including the re-reading itself of earlier entries) that arise during the course of his narration. The Immoralist would seem to represent, in that sense as well, one of the first steps towards denying the narrator his privileged, artificial status and recognizing instead the fundamental temporality of narration.
From our vantage point today, then, The Immoralist not only belongs very clearly to our century, but provides an excellent point of reference from which to view the developments of an entire line of short first-person novels in France. By its temporal structure, it is -like The Pastoral Symphony, again -a hybrid work, the first part faithful to the traditional narration of earlier centuries, the third part a preview of much later novels. If the first part looks back, so to speak, to the reassuring world of conventional storytelling, where events seem securely classified and ordered in a fictional world no longer subject to change, the third part looks forward to the unsettled (and often unsettling) world of the contemporary novel, where the emphasis on the present of narration is designed to reflect the unorganized quality of life as it is lived. The Immoralist is, in short, a remarkable image of the evolution of a long line of fiction, of the distance, and yet underlying continuity, between such disparate works as Manon Lescaut and Passing Time.
NOTES

